
Fun Educational Apps

French Numbers 
French Numbers is an original app that only focuses on 
learning numbers in French! It is simple and easy to use  
and yet very effective. You will learn how to recognize 
numbers… not only the usual 1 to 20 but you will 
learn all numbers up to One Million!

GoKids Apps – French Learning Game
GoKids Apps is a new French Learning game where 
you learn French vocabulary as well as info about the 
country. When learning a language it is also important 
to know a little bit about the country itself.

Le Robert DicoMalin
$8.99 - Dictionary with word games, rare words, and 
90,000 definitions.

Feed me - Français 
Free - Practice numbers, colors, and patterns with this 
family friendly game.

T’Choupi joue avec les lettres 
$2.99 - This app allows your children to learn the 
alphabet in a fun way.

Boowa & Kwala - A la ferme / Au cirque
In a colourful and friendly circus or farm setting, 
children will learn shapes, colours and animals..

Alphabet+
$0.99 - Each letter is associated to a sound (the 
pronunciation of the letter) and an image of an animal.

Photo French 
$1.99 - With Photo French you can learn French 
visually. There are more than 2,000 important French 
words and each word has its own photo and high 
quality recording by a native-speaker.

Qui suis-je? Fruits et animaux
Free - Is a game to help children recognize fruits, 
vegetables and animals.

Memo animaux 
$0.99 - Memo animaux is a fun memory game with lots 
of animals. Children can discover the names of animals 
and their French pronunciation each time they turn a 
card.

Un jour en France / Android Market
Free - Discover a little bit of France in this app.  Each 
day you can learn a social, sport or cultural fact. 

Lucie La Luciole  (iPad only!)
$1.99 - This is an app with videos and quizzes to test 
your knowledge about food.  Why eat?  What foods 
are healthy and which should be avoided?

French Vocab Games 
$3.99 - A suite of French vocab learning games and 
activities, featuring 1,200 items of essential vocabulary. 
Words are split into 20 topics such as Greetings, 
People, Jobs, Education, Food & Drink, Holidays, 
Shopping, Sport & Games, Society etc. Vocabulary 
has been chosen to fit UK GCSE syllabuses, but also 
includes translations to make it suitable for US learners.

Champion de lecture / Lite 
$1.99 / Free  – This is a game of questions – funny 
answers that stimulate the pleasure of reading and 
permits children to improve their reading skills.  This is 
geared towards beginning readers who are capable 
of reading simple sentences.

Bientôt je lis 
Free / in-app purchases for extra stories – Apprendre 
à lire en s’amusant avec Bientôt Je Lis. Bientôt je lis est 
une méthode unique pour découvrir le plaisir de la 
lecture.

Zapzap l’abeille: My first French interactive book 
(See more books by this app producer.)
$1.99 - Zapzap the bee is an interactive book only in 
French (the user interface, but also the story).

Boucle d’or - Les contes  classiques Nathan
$0.99 - Find the magic in a classical tale adapted for 
children.  This interactive story of Goldilocks is narrated 
by Michel Elias.

Comptines pour enfants et chansons enfantines
$0.99 - You will find many rhymes, songs, stories that 
are an integral part of French culture. 



Free Online Dictionary
Free - Online dictionary app for translating multiple 
languages and includes voice recordings of many 
words

La chorale de Germaine
Free - Annie Brocoli’s cooking instructor Germaine, 
on break from her kitchen in G Cuisiné (broadcast on 
Radio-Canada), presents Germaine’s choir, a musical 
memory game that challenges player’s audio and 
video skills. The game’s objective is simple: The player 
needs to carefully observe the different Germaines in 
the choir and identify and click each Germaine in the 
correct order.

Premiers Mots: Deluxe 
$0.99 - This is a pronunciation and spelling game for 
children. It has 264 words touching on animals, food, 
life in genereal, festivals, astronomy and geographie 
and others.

Des chiffres et des Lettres Junior HD
Free - This game is adapted from the TV show « Des 
Chiffres et des Lettres » but modified for children. It 
will test their understanding of math and spelling. A full 
version is available for $2.99.

Mes premiers mots gratuite
Free - This program will help your children to learn 
new French words. Big, colourful pictures to keep 
their interest and the animals make sounds when 
touched. The free version has 50 common words 
from everyday life. An expansion pack is available for 
250 more words - $0.99.

French Word Wizard
$3.99 - French Word Wizard is a unique app that 
lets kids hear the sounds of letters and words using 
a talking movable alphabet. Featuring advanced text 
to speech capabilities, the app can pronounce and 
spell-check an unlimited number of original French 
words. Check demo on YouTube to understand how 
this app is unique: http://bit.ly/magiedesmotsvideo

French Words for Kids HD
$3.99 - This is a French App that helps kids to write 
240 French words using the famous Montessori Mobile 
Alphabet. There is always an image to illustrate the 
word. 3 type of letters are provided: cursive, small 
and capital script.

Apprends avec Poko: Les saisons et la météo!
$1.99 - Seasons and Weather: 3 games to help 
children 3 to 6 learn to identify different weather 
situations in various seasons and teach them 
appropriate clothing and activities.

Apprends avec Poko: Compter et additionner!
$1.99 - Explore numbers and discover addition with 
Poko and his friends in this gentle introduction to math!

Devine qui vient jouer  
Free - Kids aged 3 to 6 are invited to play in French 
with Élyse and her dog Virgule. They play the same 
games as seen on TFO’s TV show “Devine qui vient 
jouer?” This application even lets you interact with 
Virgule, the adorable bigger-than-life dog from the 
series.

T’Choupi – Joue avec les lettres
$2.99 – This app helps children to discover letters 
through 3 different levels of games. Tracing letters, 
colour the letters and dragging and dropping the letter 
to the word after which the word is said.

Introduction à l’Alphabet et au Chiffres
$0.99 – An introduction to the alphabet and numbers 
is an amusing and creative way to learn the alphabet 
and numbers.

Jouons avec les Mots LITE
Free – Helps children to learn letters and how to 
spell words. The letters are colour coded to help 
them learn the alphabet quickly while having fun. The 
sounds of the letters help to develop their listening 
skills and help their pronunciation. Full version is 
available for $0.99.

Mini TFO
Free – are invited to discover the world of Mini TFO! 
Along with French-speaking hosts, Dino and Marianne, 
kids are guaranteed countless hours of fun in two 
unique games. In one game, the child can learn how 
to count numbers in French while also learning how to 
trace them. In the other, the user will sharpen his sense 
of space.


